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Top Dog is a specialist design studio working 
with businesses across the country to spread 
their messages via unapologetically big, bright 
& loud signature mural art and signage.

Our hand-cOur hand-crafted wall art is constructed from 
scratch for every project to produce fresh & 
unique looks every time. We work closely with 
each customer on their bespoke designs to 
ensure we create the best imagery to capture the 
intended looks & messages. The main thought 
behind our studio is to push the boundaries of 
trtraditional signage, decor and public facing 
advertisements, connecting businesses and 
customer at the heart of everything we do.

Championing a unique blend of old school and 
new school, by combining graphic design with 
traditional sign painting we bring new life to the 
long lost art-form of handpainted signage.
WWe paint your logo, information, or message on a 
sign or directly on your windows, food truck, street 
sign, brick wall, wooden wall, door, mirror, office 
wall or whatever you can imagine - with traditional 
techniques.

The next big thing.

Sign painting is the traditional way of making signage 
on buildings, windows, signs etc. The tradition of 
hand painted signs almost disappeared when 
computer cut plastic signage came along in the early 
1980’s. Today we live in a city covered with mass 
manufactured signage, but the demand for a unique 
expression is coming back.

So what is sign painting?
Vinyl letters can never give the true expression that a 
hand-painted signage gives you. If you care about 
your brand, if you want to advertise the craftsmanship 
and quality of the products you sell or the services you 
provide, you need a style and signage that embodies 
that quality in a style all your own. 

Top Dog. 
Sign Painters &
Mural Masters.





Vinyl Dies. Paint Ages.
Vinyl has its uses and its place but 
sign painters have a saying: 
Vinyl dies - Paint Ages.

In 1982 the first automIn 1982 the first automated 
production of letters was made 
possible with self adhesive plastics 
cut by a plotting machine and the 
advertsising world seemingly 
changed forever. 

TThat is until its own issues became 
clear as it faded in the sun and 
became brittle or peeled away 
from the signs. Whilst its still used 
today (and is where top dog first 
begun) nothing can compare to 
the long lasting impact of 
handpainted work thhandpainted work that always 
captures your attention (some are 
still up today after 100+ years!).  

You only get one shot at a first impression. 
TThat impression might be a logo or a piece of graphic 
design. It might be a chalkboard, mural painting or a 
high street window. The priority is that it is significant & 
lasting. We care about your brands message all the way 
from idea conception - to execution - and after the fact. 
Our job is to make your audience care too and that’s 
exactly what we do.

The hand painted design can be painted on almost all surfaces glass, metal, wood, 
concrete etc. Even very uneven surfaces, where vinyl is not even possible to apply: brick, 
house facades, wood and metal!

On which surfaces can we paint?

A sign painter uses special long-haired brushes that make 
it possible to create the perfect letters. We also use 
paintbrushes, quills, rollers, spreaders, squeegees, 
stencils, pounce powder, mahl sticks, thinner, thickeners, 
tape, masks, china-graphs, chalk, pens, pencils & good 
old fashioned paint. We also ensure the correct paint type 
is used for longevity and construct stencils and templates 
for the perfect pfor the perfect proportions and style to rival any printers. 
Sign painters also have the advantage of utilising effects 
such as gold leaf and mirroring materials to give those 
unique features that no other display can produce.     

So how do we do it?

Sign painters do it in One Shot.



A Global Movement



A selection of murals/advertisements from around the globe by top dog and fellow muralists





Icons, illustrations, logo & branding





OOH! ADVERTISING!
(A.K.A. Out Of Home Adverts)





Bursting with potential
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